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Abstract Experimental ionic conductivity r and
activation energy EA data in the binary sodium silicate
system are reviewed. Analysis and brief discussion
based on 48 glasses in a wide compositional range
(between 4 and 45 Na2O mol%) are presented.
Emphasis is placed on the application of the Anderson–Stuart model to describe the variation of activation energy EA with sodium concentration. In this
analysis were considered experimental parameters
such as shear modulus G and relative dielectric permittivity e, also in wide compositional range. A ‘universal’ finding is obtained using log10r vs. EA/kBT in 47
of the 48 glasses investigated, where EA is the activation energy for conduction, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. Using
conductivity and molar volume from density data, both
measured at 20 C in the same glasses, it was found a
remarkable common cubic scaling relation between
conductivity enhancement of the free volume due to
increase in alkali content. The drastic drop in conductivity by 16 orders of magnitude for so many ionconducting binary sodium silicate glasses is then caused
by structure and ion content. The effects of shear
modulus, relative dielectric permittivity and free volume are taken into account, as also the problem of
phase separation. In particular, it is suggested that the
glass network expansion, which is related to the
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available free volume, is a parameter that could partially explain the increase in ionic conductivity for this
binary system.

Introduction
High room temperature ionic conductivity in solid
materials is technologically interesting for various
solid state electrochemical devices such as batteries,
sensors and ‘smart windows’. It is well known that the
ionic conductivity increases rapidly when a network
glass former (for instance SiO2) is modified by the
addition of a metal alkali such as Na2O. Despite
considerable experimental and theoretical attempts,
there is currently no consensus regarding the diffusion
mechanism involved [1], even in simple systems.
Several models have been proposed, and they range
from thermodynamic models based on liquid electrolytes such as the weak electrolyte [2], to models based
on solid state concepts such as the jump diffusion [3],
the strong electrolyte [4], and the microscopic
dynamic structure [5].
Various models have been proposed for estimating
the activation energy in alkali glasses. Particularly, a
model suggested by Anderson and Stuart (A–S) [4] is
considered to be the most directly related to physically
meaning parameters, such as ionic radii, relative
dielectric permittivity and elastic modulus. However,
not many experimental data were available at the time
the A–S theory was formulated. Moreover, no analysis
has been performed for the sodium silicate system
considering so many experimental data [4], and up to
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now only Hakim and Uhlmann [6] have proposed
modifications on the A–S model, simply considering
binary alkali silicate glasses.
The present paper reports data on ionic conductivities and activation energies of glasses in the Na2O–
SiO2 system, with the purpose of correlating activation
energy with composition using experimental parameters data such as shear modulus G and relative
dielectric permittivity e. Also, a ‘universal’ finding is
pursuit using log10 r vs. EA/kBT. Selected experimental
molar volume calculated from measured density data
were used to calculate the free volume in an attempt to
evaluate proposals concerning the role of an open
structure for ionic conductivity. We test a general
relation between the ionic conductivity enhancement
and the expansion of the network forming unities,
which shows that the alkali-induced volume expansion
of the glass network could partially explain ionic conductivity, and that is related to the shear modulus.
Dielectric permittivity is also taken into account.

(10–1–10–11 A range), a 100 mV Lambda tension source,
and an ECIL JR temperature controller. The AC measurements were carried out in another furnace (within the
same temperature range), using silver paint and Pt electrodes, a HP 4192A impedance analyzer with 100–
200 mV voltage applied in the frequency 5 Hz–13 MHz
range.
Both measurements were done in air, with calibrated
type K thermocouples placed as near the electrodes as
possible. Electrical conductivity of glasses was measured at various temperatures, from room temperature
to approximately 50 C below Tg, and all samples were
kept in a dessicator between measurements. Density
was measured by the Archimedes’ method using a
Mettler Toledo AX 204 balance coupled with a kit for
density measurement (with precision up to 0.1 mg).
These glasses were chosen because, unlike most glasses
reported in the literature, data on both density and ionic conductivity were available for the same batch.
More details can be found elsewhere [7].

Experimental

Results and discussion

Glass samples of composition xNa2O(1–x)SiO2 with
x = 30, 35, 40 and 45 mol% were prepared by melting
(at 1200–1400 C for 2–4 h in air) SiO2 and Na2CO3 in
a Pt-10%Rh crucible. All the samples obtained were
examined by optical microscopy (Jenapol, Carl Zeiss)
and found to be free of visible strains, cords, bubbles
and/or inclusions. The chemical composition in some
samples analyzed with ICP-AES (Inductively Coupled
Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectrometry) indicated a
deviation from batch composition of less than 1 mol%.
The glass transition temperature (Tg) was determined
in air with a DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry,
Netzsch 404).
Specimens 10 · 10 · 1 mm3 were ground by hand
on a metal plate with a slurry of water (or kerosene for
higher-alkali concentration specimens), and 600–800–
1000 mesh SiC powder, followed by polishing with
water (or kerosene) and alumina powder between 2
and 5 lm, from Buehler. Silver electrodes were applied
by coating the two largest planes of each specimen with
silver paint.
DC conductivity measurements were carried out at
20–400 C in air with a two-electrode DC method. A
pair of loaded-spring nickel rods was placed in a vertical furnace tube to assure good electrical contact
between sample and electrode, and with windings
running in opposite directions to eliminate electromagnetic fields due to heating current. Current measurements were done using a Keithley 610C electrometer

Ionic conductivity r in glass is a thermally activated
process of mobile ions that overcome a potential barrier EA, according to the following equation:
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log10 r ¼ log10 r0  ðlog10 eÞEA =kB T

ð1Þ

where r0 is a pre-exponential factor. Fig. 1 presents
experimental data on ionic conductivity of 48 binary
sodium silicate glasses ranging from 20 C to 400 C
that follows Eq. 1 [7–25]. Conductivity data of Wrigth
and Shelby [25] were estimated from experimental
values of EA and r measured at 500 K. As will be
detailed below, Eq. 1 may be more usefull when one
considers r ¼ rðEA ; T Þ, leading, in fact, to a more
general rule.
Many experimental works on conductivity in sodium
silicate glasses have been published, basically searching
for the highest conductivity values or presenting theories that apply better in certain systems, as will be
cited below. However, in many works one could
observe that parameters such as kind of electrode and
its influence, surface preparation and conditions, heat
treatments, phases involved, and others have been
omitted. For common glasses at room temperature the
conductivities are as low as 10–17 ohm–1 cm–1,
approaching the limit of the available measuring
apparatus. At high alkali contents, the samples are
hygroscopic, and special care on preparation procedures must be exercised.
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Fig. 1 Arrhenius plots of
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measured are respectively 20,
150, 300 and 400 C.
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and Shelby [25] were
estimated from experimental
values of EA and r measured
at 500 K
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comparative analysis on DC and AC measurements can
be found elsewhere [7].
Thus, differences observed in the activation energies, shown in Fig. 1, are likely to be associated with
differences in the chemistry and/or structure of the
glass samples. Figure 2 confirms this fact showing
experimental molar volumes (Vm) from density data
for the same batches [7–25]. Only data from Wrigth
and Shelby [25], showed in the same figure, were estimated from previous experimental values. A decrease
in Vm with alkali content can be noticed. As the
structure becomes more compact with increasing alkali
content, the conductivity increases. A simple question
arises: how do sodium ions move in this system? Following are proposed explanations for this question.
In addition, differences in both melting and annealing procedures, sample preparation techniques and
water content could affect the conduction results. In the
Na2O–SiO2 system, further differences could arise from
the discussion on effects of phase separation [26].

The DC mode is the easiest and the most frequently
used experimental procedure. Many authors [8–25]
presented data on this rather simple experiment than
on the more precise AC mode. These data were collected and compared with our results using DC and AC
measurements (see Fig. 1). In general, the DC conductivity is slightly higher than the AC conductivity
considering the same system (within half an order of
magnitude on r, at a fixed temperature), mainly due to
the electrode effect. This difference between DC and
AC measurements is true only at low frequencies; at
high frequencies dispersion effects should occurs. The
measured AC conductivity consists of intrinsic conductivity of materials along with electrode resistance
and electrode-sample interface resistance. Better results
frequently come from impedance (AC) measurements,
but good quality data could still be measured by the DC
mode, taking some precautions. The author did not
notice any considerable difference in conductivity values using these two measurement modes. A detailed
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The Anderson–Stuart model

depends on how far apart the ions are, and the relative
dielectric permitivitty (e) which indicates the degree of
charge neutralization between the ion and its nearest
neighbours [4]. Martin and Angell [27] have provided a
visualization of the energetics of the conduction process
in an ionic conducting glass based on the A–S model.
McElfresh and Howitt [28] suggested a modification on
the Es term, where they included the jumping distance k
as a more appropriate parameter (Eq. 3).

Despite few differences in the activation energies
observed by different investigators, a number of common trends can be seen in those data. Perhaps most
important is the decrease in activation energy with
increasing the sodium concentration. It is interesting,
therefore, to evaluate whether or not such behavior
can be predicted from a model proposed by Anderson
and Stuart [4]. In this ‘classical’ model, the activation
energy for conductivity is divided in two parts: the
electrostatic binding energy of the original site Eb, and
the strain energy, Es, required to move an ion from one
site to another. Eb describes the coulombic forces
acting on the ion as it moves away from its chargecompensating site, and Es describes the mechanical
forces acting on the ion as it dilates sufficiently the
structure to allow the ion to move between sites. The
basic idea is that an ion (in this case Na+) makes a
simple jump from one site to another, and passes
through a ‘doorway’ which opens as it passes through,
where cation sites require only the presence of nonbridging oxygens. The A–S model follows Eq. 2:
EA ¼

bzz0 e2
þ 4pGrD ðrNa  rD Þ2
eðrNa þ rO Þ

EA ¼

b¼

a  rNa
b

ð4Þ

where rNa is a value given in Å; a and b will be defined
below.
Two hypotheses were taken into account in this
work: (i) rD fitting all data, as suggested by the A–S
theory, Eq. 2. (ii) k fitting all data, following McElfresh and Howitt’s suggestion [28], Eq. 3. In this case,
rD was considered as a fitting parameter just for
comparison.
The shear modulus G from many authors (Fig. 3)
[29–38] showed a small decrease with increasing
sodium content, but there is an evident scattering. In
this work we followed a linear fit close to the Appen’s
calculations [29], which suggested a linear decrease in

ð2Þ
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Two considerations are proposed here: (a) One is
related with the shear modulus G. Even considering
scattering, available G data decrease slightly with
increasing Na2O mol% concentration, as shown in
Fig. 3 [29–38]; (b) We also consider b as in the
Anderson and Stuart model [4]:

where z and z0 are the valence of the mobile ion and of
the fixed counterion—in this case sodium and oxygen,
respectively; rNa and rO are the corresponding Pauling
ionic radii for Na+ and O2–, e is the electronic charge,
and rD is the effective radius of the (un-opened)
doorway.
The parameters of interest in the A–S model are the
elastic modulus (G), the ‘Madelung’ constant (b) which
Fig. 3 Measured shear
modulus (G, in GPa) of the
Na2O–SiO2 system [29–38].
Fit on all data (dotted line).
Note that data follow
Appen’s theoretical
calculations tendency (full
line)
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the fitting on all data (except Taylor’s data, which used
the bridging method at higher frequencies). The linear
increase in e with increasing sodium content n in this
system follows:

G with increasing the sodium content n in the sodium
silicate system (Eq. 5):
G ¼ G0 

dG
n;
dn

ð5Þ

e ¼ e0 þ

where G0 ¼ ð28:52  0:57ÞGPa, n is the Na2O mole%
composition and dG=dn ¼ ð0:179  0:024ÞGPa/mole%.
It is recognized that this assumption of a similitude of
form may provide an inadequate description of the
change in G with alkali concentration, therefore it
seems to provide only an approximation.
In Fig. 4, the relative dielectric permittivity e from
many authors [38–43] showed also a small and monotonic increase with increasing sodium content, without
evident scattering as in the shear modulus G, although
showing two data sets. In this work, it was considered
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Fig. 4 Experimental relative dielectric permittivity values (e) of
the Na2O–SiO2 system [38–43] considering all data (full line) or
only Taylor’s data (dotted line)

Fig. 5 Non-linear adjust (full
line) on activation energies in
48 Na2O–SiO2 glasses [7–25]
considering assumption ii. Eb
is the binding energy (dashed
line), and Es the strain energy
(dotted line)

ð6Þ

where e0 ¼ 2:91  0:66 and de=dn ¼ ð0:239  0:028Þ=
mole.
The variation of activation energy EA with Na2O
mole% content in 48 glasses is shown in Fig. 5, and
these data correspond to the same experimental data in
Figs. 1 and 2. A careful analysis was carried out to find
some possible discrepancies on the scattering. Phase
separation has also been shown to play a major role in
controlling the conductivity of glasses. In many cases
the morphology of the glass is far more important than
the bulk composition in determining this property [26].
Ionic diffusion involves mass transport over extended
distances, and in principle it is particularly sensitive to
changes in morphology. The sodium silicate system is
known to be phase separated over an appreciable
range of compositions (from nearly pure silica to about
20 Na2O mol%), and its immiscibility boundary as well
as its phase separation characteristics have been
determined [26].
Ionic conductivity for phase separated glasses is
controlled by the connectivity of the carrier-rich
phase. Modifier-rich droplets in a silica rich matrix
would require the migration of sodium carrier ions
through the silica rich phase for ionic conductivity.
Since such phase has a very low conductivity r and a
high activation energy EA, the conductivity of the
overall sample would be low and the activation
energy would be that of the silica-rich phase. If
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continuous migration paths for the sodium ions can
be found within the modifier-rich phase, conductivity
will be much greater and the activation energy EA
will be representative of that of the modifier-rich
phase.
However, the results of activation energies EA
against Na2O mole% content in Fig. 5 prove not to be
strongly dependent on the morphology of the sample in
the immiscibility sodium silicate gap. For instance,
Hakim and Uhlmann [17] verified by transmission
electron microscopy that compositions of 5, 20 and
25 Na2O mole% were not phase-separated in an
observable scale, whereas those of 12.5 and 15 Na2O
mole% content showed extensive separation. Thus, it
is worth note that data in Fig. 5 include results on
glasses that were noticeably phase phase-separated,
not phase separated, and others with no indication.
At high alkali content samples are hygroscopic, and
special precautions in the preparation and measuring
procedures must be taken to ensure the absence of
surface or bulk proton conduction (from water content). These processes would modify r conductivities,
and consequently change EA activation energies. Fortunately, the effect of water content on conduction in
sodium silicate glass has been studied in the Na2O
3SiO2 system by Takata et al. [44], who showed that
the conductivity-water content is similar to the ‘‘mixedalkali’’ effect, and suggested a similar interaction between Na+ and water (H+ or H3O+). Further details on
this specific problem could be found elsewhere [45].
Besides some scattering, effects of glass composition
on EA could be parametrized by the A–S theory. This
model could even be applied in alkali silicate glasses to
predict, for example, the dependence of of EA with
Na2O content considering non-separated glass samples.
Figure 5 presents data that support the discussion
above.
With regard to the fitting procedure, in the first case
radii values were fixed as in the A–S model for the
sodium silicate system (rNa = 0.95 Å and rO = 1.4 Å,
full line). The fitting parameter was the doorway
radius, that resulted in rD = 0.32 Å. The second
assumption was a high ‘doorway’ radius value giving
rD = 0.55 Å and a jumping distance k = 1.54 Å, and
both were used as fitting parameters. Shear modulus G
and the relative dielectric permittivity e were used on
both assumptions for all data (Figs. 3–4). The b
parameter varied between 0.25 and 0.15 considering
assumptions i (a = 1.83; b = 3.51) and ii (a = 1.39;
b = 2.89), respectively. Just for comparison, the original b value for the sodium silicate system considered by
Anderson and Stuat was 0.33 (Eq. 1), but the author
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presume that this value obtained is inconsistent with
the scaling relation presented in the next section.
The adjustment for activation energy EA in Fig. 5
was performed using a Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear fitting. It is surprising that a simple theory could
adjust a lot of data from several authors with different
glass preparation processes in a wide composition
range. With respect to the model, the analysis using
shear modulus G showed more influence on the A–S
theory than using experimental relative dielectric permittivity e, considering hyposthesis (ii).
In summary, results in Fig. 5 showed that Es is higher
than Eb considering the Anderson–Stuart hypothesis
(ii). The same does not take place considering hypothesis (i), albeit the sum Eb + Es is similar. It is interesting
to note that the Eb dependence on the Na2O content is
related to the relative dielectric permittivity e, which
increases with the sodium content. The main difference
between hypothesis (i) and (ii) is related to the experimental shear modulus G.
The ‘universal’ conductivity and the free volume
Extensive studies have recently been made for
obtaining a ‘universal’ equation from the glass structure standpoint. For example, Nascimento et al. [46]
presented 23 and 30 binary rubidium and cesium silicate glasses, respectively, that follow a ‘universal’
conductivity rule. Swenson and Börjesson [47] proposed a common cubic scaling relation between r and
the expansion volume of the network forming units in
salt-doped and -undoped glasses. This fact suggested
that the glass network expansion, which is related to
the available free volume, is a key parameter determining the increase of the high ionic conductivity in
some types of fast ion conducting glasses.
According to Adams and Swenson [48], the ion
conduction should be determined by the ionic motion
within an infinite pathway cluster. For various silver
ion conducting glasses [49–51], it was found that the
cubic root of the volume fraction F of infinite pathways
for a fixed valence mismatch threshold is closely
related to both the absolute conductivity and the activation energy of the conduction process:
log10 rT 

p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
F ¼ log10 r00  ðlog10 eÞEA =kB T

ð7Þ

where r0¢ is the pre-exponential factor (in K/Wcm).
The cubic root of F may be thought of as proportional
to the mean free path of the mobile ion [47].
Nascimento and Watanabe [52–54] have recently
verified this ‘universal’ finding in binary silicate, borate
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and germanate glasses, according to Eqs. 1 and 7. This
paper aimed to present new results considering just
sodium silicate glasses (Fig. 6). From these studies, the
influence of alkali content and temperature was minor
on the pre-exponential terms, considering both
expressions log10r and log10rT.
Figure 6 shows modified Arrhenius plots of r for the
48 sodium silicate glasses, from x = 4 to 45 mol%, as
indicated), ranging from 2.2 · 10–2/W cm to 2.4 · 10–18/
Wcm between 20 C and 400 C. The range of activation energy EA lies between 0.515 and 1.08 eV in all
glasses studied, as indicated in Fig. 5. These data were
compared with the ‘universal’ equation for r0 = 50/
W cm in Eq. 1. Following previous work by Nascimento
et al., this ‘‘universal’’ equation appears in Fig. 6 as a
dashed line, and the dotted lines are the highest and
lowest limits within one magnitude order. Only one
composition does not follow the ‘universal’ finding,
which that from Wrigth and Shelby data [25] (4 Na2O
mol%). It is important to note that this data correspond to the lowest limit of Fig. 5.
The replacement of a mobile ion with one of another type affects the ionic conductivity in various
ways, such as causing modifications in the glass structure. But considering so many different binary sodium
silicate glasses, as in Fig. 6, it is remarkable how strong
is the correlation between r with EA and T.
The fact is that r lies on a single ‘universal’ curve in
various sodium silicate glasses, whose conductivities
differ by more than 16 orders of magnitude and within
scatters of just one order of magnitude in 98% of the
glass systems considered. It is also important to notice
the wide composition range involved. Therefore, if one
measures r at a fixed temperature, it is possible to
estimate EA from Eq. 1 considering r0 = 50/W cm,
and obtain a rough sketch of r at different tempera-

tures. This means that, if EA is obtained by some
experimental or theoretical technique, the ionic conductivity can be readily calculated.
Another ‘‘universal’’ curve, following Eq. 7 and
considering some binary silicate, borate and germanate
glasses, resulted in the same ‘universal’ behavior [52–
54] as cited above. The pre-exponential value was
r’0 = 50000 K/W cm. The conclusions for this case also
follows the above described considering Eq. 1. The
most important fact is that, in Fig. 6, data for glasses of
different compositions are unified by the single ‘universal’ Eq. 1. The fact that r lies on this single ‘universal’ curve for many ion-conducting glasses means
that r is mainly governed by EA.
Therefore, Fig. 6 shows a ‘universal curve’ plotting
conductivities and activation energies. In order to
investigate the possibility of another general relation
between ionic conductivity and the volume occupied by
the network skeleton, the author calculated the expansion (Vm–V)/V of the network, where V and Vm are the
calculated network volume of (1–x)SiO2 forming unities
(where x corresponds to Na2O increment in mol%) and
the experimental molar volume, respectively. Conductivity and molar volume data were considered from the
same batches in Figs. 1–2, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 2, the dopant Na2O added decreases the experimental molar volume before occupied by SiO2. The
volume of pure silica was assumed as 27.232 cm3/mol.
The difference Vm–V increases slightly and could be
considered as proportional to the free volume, following
similar procedure done by Swenson and Börjesson [47].
This is a rather rough approximation: the increase in
molar volume of Na2O unities is the main factor involved in the increasing in conductivity and also in the
free volume. Thus, the free volume defined here is a
macroscopic quantity. The necessary condition for ion
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Fig. 7 Ionic conductivity r
measured at 20 C versus the
cubic root of expansion of the
glass network F estimated
from density measurements at
the same temperature. The
line is just a guide for eye
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transport may rather be the presence of microscopic
pathways available for sodium ions. A given material
may be called ‘conductive’ if it is equipped with ample
ionic pathways, irrespective of the amount of the free
volume. Better approximation of free volume could be
provided using positron annihilation spectroscopy, as
recently published [55].
The glass systems in Fig. 7 cover a wide composition
range, between 4 and 45 mol%. A striking common
relation between the conductivity at 20 C and the
cubic root of free volume F = (Vm–V)/V calculated
from density of the same batches and at same temperature is evident; i.e., for a given expansion, all the
different systems respond with the same increase on r,
regardless chemical (such as relative water content) or
microstructural details (such as phase separation).
Note that data in Fig. 7 represent rT values that vary
by 10 orders of magnitude. The relation found is not
linear, what could mean that the conductivity (or rT) is
more dependent on the number of mobile ions than the
on free volume itself.

45
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Fig. 8 Correlation between
the experimental activation
energy for ionic conductivity
EA and the volume fraction F
estimated from density
measurements considering a
fixed temperature of 20 C.
The line is just a guide for eye

The common behavior of the conductivity increase
with expansion of the network structure observed for
the various binary sodium glasses suggests that the
excess volume introduced by the dopant is an important parameter that influences the conductivity properties, as expressed by Eq. 7, but is not the key factor.
Thus, at first sight it appears that the details of the
microscopic structure have direct impact on the ionic
conductivity in this system. For example, it should be
noted that the microscopic interactions (mainly
mechanical and dielectrical, as predicted by the
Anderson–Stuart theory) lead to variations of the
degree of expansion. For this reason, in order to explain the conducting properties and the increase the
ionic conductivity with alkali content we focused on
the A–S theory.
It is interesting to note that the increase in ionic conductivity is almost entirely due to the fact that the activation energy EA required for a cation jump decreases,
as presented in Fig. 5. Thus, the pre-exponential term in
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the Arrhenius law in Eq. 1, r0, is unaffected by alkali
addition, as shown in Fig. 6.
The present finding on the common scaling between
the conductivity enhancement and the expansion suggests that the expansion of the glass skeleton and
therefore the strain energy part Es influence on the
conduction properties in this system, as presented in
Fig. 6.
Figure 8 shows that an increase in volume fraction
reduces the activation energy for an ionic jump, which
demonstrates that EA/kBT varies roughly with the cube
root of the volume fraction F. Thus, this approach,
besides not linear, emphasizes the importance of ‘‘free
volume’’ to the ion mobility.
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tions. Special thanks to Dr. R. Muccillo (IPEN, Brazil) for
measurements of AC conductivities and helpful assistance.
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